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Who knows what

  functional programming is?

  a function is?

  referential transparency is?

  a lambda expression is?



Moderated Ensemble Programming



Disclaimer



“Construct [our] programs using pure 
functions only”



“Pure functions have no side 
effects”



“A function has a side effect if it 
does something other than simply 

return a result”



Modifying a variable
Throwing an exception

Printing to the console
Writing to a file
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Functional Core, Procedural Shell



“Restriction on how we write our 
programs but not on what programs 

can express”



An “expression is referential 
transparent, if it can be replaced 
by its result without changing the 

meaning of the program”



A “function is pure if calling it 
with referential transparent 
arguments is also referential 

transparent”



“Referential transparency enables 
equational reasoning about programs” 



Exercises: Referential transparency 
and purity



Functions are values. A function can 
be computed, passed around and 

returned.



“A higher order function is a 
function that takes a function as an 
argument and/or returns a function.”



higher order functions

 creditCardNumber

.chars()

// convert to int 

.map(in -> in - '0') 

// multiply by 1, 2 alternating

.map(n -> n * (i[0] = i[0] == 1 ? 2 : 1)) 

// handle sum of digits

.map(n -> n > 9 ? n - 9 : n) 

.sum() % 10 == 0;



"... function composition is an act 
or mechanism to combine simple 

functions to build more complicated 
ones."



function composition

 

static Function1<Long, Boolean> isValid =

  toDigits.andThen(reverse)

         .andThen(double2nd)

         .andThen(sumDigits)

         .andThen(divisibleBy10);





"... currying is the technique of 
translating the evaluation of a 
function that takes multiple 

arguments into evaluating a sequence 
of functions, each with a single 

argument."



currying

Function3<BiFunction<Integer, Integer, Integer>, 
List<Integer>, List<Integer>, List<Integer>> myZip = ...

Function1<BiFunction<Integer, Integer, Integer>,   

  Function1<List<Integer>, 

    Function1<List<Integer>, List<Integer>>>> curriedMyZip 

= myZip.curried();

List<Integer> result = curriedMyZip.apply((a, b) -> a * b)

.apply(List(1, 2, 3))

.apply(List(4, 5, 6))



“… partial function application 
refers to the process of fixing a 
number of arguments to a function, 

producing another function of 
smaller arity.”



partial function application

Function3<BiFunction<Integer, Integer, Integer>, 
List<Integer>, List<Integer>, List<Integer>> myZip = ...

 

Function1<List<Integer>, List<Integer>> zipped = 

myZip.curried()

.apply((a, b) -> a * b)

.apply(List(1, 2, 3));

zipped.apply(List(4, 5, 6))



Exercises: Higher Order Functions



“Functional programs don’t update 
variables or modify mutable data 

structures”



Functional data structures are 
immutable



Singly Linked List

1 2 Nil



Functional data structures are 
persistent



Functional data structures are 
values



Functional data structures share 
data 



Buy multiple coffees



Exercises: Functional Data 
Structures



Retrospective



Contact

  @gtrefs

  Gregor.Trefs@gmail.com

  linkedin.com/in/gregor-trefs

  @sippsack

  falk@jug-da.de

The End
Questions?



● Functional Programming in

  Scala (The red one)

  Java (The blue one)

● Background picture by

  John Salzarulo

Literature
and links


